Pt cruiser turbo motor

Originally, this model, powered by a turbocharged 2. On June 16, , Chrysler introduced a power
boost up to horsepower To increase reliability, the block, head, and crankshaft were modified;
racing-style oil squirting mechanisms also cool the pistons, which allows for higher output. Oil
and water cooling for the turbocharger was optimized from the start of development, adding to
the engine's reliability and durability. Acoustic dampeners on the turbo's intake system all but
eliminate turbo whine. A horsepower version of the engine, tuned to run on regular gas and
within the constraints of the standard automatic, was added later. The Chrysler PT Turbo's
standard heavy-duty five-speed manual Getrag transaxle provides the same quality, reliability
and precision that Chrysler and Dodge turbo In addition, a four-speed automatic with AutoStick
is available for those who want the sluggishness of an automatic combined with the labor of a
manual. The turbo models also include a specially tuned suspension and performance-tuned
exhaust system with a large diameter chrome exhaust tip and a pronounced exhaust note. The
Chrysler GT Cruiser concept vehicle has a more muscular look which accents its hp, lb. The
main engineering issues are the space and heat required by a turbocharger. Others have
created aftermarket kits that fit under the hood, but Chrysler needs to ensure that any system
sold through their dealers will last as long as owners expect - well over , miles - without major
repairs, peeling hoods, etc. We are not sure why they are not considering superchargers, which
would make the heat issue irrelevant. Kenneth Carlson, the designer responsible for the GT
Cruiser, said: "Lowering the vehicle by one inch and widening the track by two inches resulted
in its athletic stance. Removing the badges from the hood and deck and integrating the
bumpers in the facias give the vehicle a clean front and rear appearance. In addition, the badges
are incorporated in the grille and rear license plate brow, in effect minimizing the number of
design elements. The 2. The lowered suspension uses KONI struts and upgraded sway bars. We
have lots of Chrysler PT Cruiser car information. Site directory. PT Cruiser Forums. Read our
terms of service. All rights reserved. Forums allpar. GT Cruiser Convertible Concepts. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. Noted for its exterior recalling
styling from the s, the PT Cruiser was designed by Bryan Nesbitt. By the end of production in
July , [5] worldwide production had reached 1. A convertible was introduced for the model year.
A Chrysler spokesperson said the last model was Stone White and was destined for a U. The US
version came standard with a 2. In addition to this standard model, a 2. Chrysler sold over 10,
PT Cruisers in Japan. Both the five-door hatchback and the two-door convertible, and the GT
turbo engine package were sold in Japan in right-hand drive configurations. Japanese versions
were manufactured at the Austrian factory and were equipped very similarly to European
specifications. From until , the PT Cruiser was used in the city of Urayasu , Chiba Prefecture by
the Maihama Resort Cab company to serve as a taxi in the vicinity of Tokyo Disneyland because
of its fun, retro appearance. Unfortunately, the PT Cruiser wasn't built for the rigors of taxi
service, and the fleet became expensive to maintain, with eventual retirement in However, rather
than being modern renditions of the original namesake models, the PT Cruiser was a new
design based on a compilation of design cues from the s and s. Lutz , who was an executive at
Chrysler at the time, Dr. Clotaire Rapaille , and Bryan Nesbitt. The PT Cruiser was inspired by
both of the previous-mentioned vehicles and had a high roof that was very reminiscent of the
Chevrolet Advance Design trucks. The introduction of the PT Cruiser was described as
"segment busting" in the marketplace. Crysler's Dieter Zetsche described it as a continuing
example of the automaker's innovation for new segments as well as "demonstrates that you can
have head-turning style, practicality, and value all in one package. The reaction to the PT
Cruiser, in general, was "people either loved them or hated them" while for some owners the car
inspired a "cult following. The GT model introduced in has a "2. The PT Cruiser was updated for
to include scalloped headlights, a revised grille no longer extending below the "bumper", new
lower front fascia which eliminated the patented brake cooling ducts, and redesigned taillights
as well as available round fog lamps. The changes reduced the "retro vibe" that did not satisfy
some customers as well as "exposing the main pitfall of retro design: How do you update old?
Interior updates included a revised interior with an updated dash with an analog clock in the
center stack. The audio system featured a line-in jack for MP3 players integrated into the dash.
Features such as satellite radio , a premium sound system by Boston Acoustics with external
amplifier and subwoofer , and UConnect hands-free Bluetooth for compatible cell phones also
became available in The turbocharged 2. A " Mopar " cruise control unit became available as an
aftermarket unit on models. Also in , Chrysler dealers were permitted to order vehicles with
separate options unbundled options from option packages such as anti-lock brakes and Side
Impact Airbags. Sirius Satellite Radio also became an option that could be installed as a dealer
option with a factory appearance i. It included a 2. Optional features included leather seating
surfaces, a power front driver's bucket seat, an engine block heater, a power tilt-and-sliding
sunroof, and heated dual front bucket seats. The only interior color option was Pastel Slate

Gray. The car received bad results in the frontal impact test 6 out of 16 possible points. The
height of the seats and side airbags helped to attain a maximum score of 16 points in the side
impact test. The low frontal scores are in part explained by the cushioning near the knees,
designed to protect unbelted occupants, which is not a factor in the EU where passengers must
wear seat belts. For , the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the PT Cruiser the highest
rating of Good overall for occupant protection in frontal crashes and the lowest overall rating of
Poor for side crashes. The cylinder head was also different for turbo engines, from naturally
aspirated. The turbo version was used by both the PT Cruiser GT and Dodge Neon SRT-4 with
larger diameter valves and seats, exhaust valves made of Inconel, improved cooling as well as
larger oil drain back passages, and different camshafts. The PT Cruiser Turbo engine package
differs from the SRT-4 because the intake manifold, turbocharger plumbing, and intercooler are
different. Factory Flame package â€” Flame-inspired vinyl decals of a 'tone-on-tone' type
applied on the hood, front fenders, and front doors starting with models. Four flame designs:
fading orange-to-red on cars painted red, fading blue to cranberry flames on cranberry finished
cars, a dark silver that fades into bright silver on bright silver paint, and fading deep magenta to
black flames highlighted with a blue border on black cars. Woodie package â€” Available on all
Chrysler PT Cruiser models from to models, the simulated wood panels were on the sides of the
vehicle and on the rear hatch. The vinyl graphic featured a linear Medium Oak woodgrain framed
with Light Ash surround moldings. Exterior identification included a 'Street Cruiser' badge with
Solar Yellow accents on the liftgate and 'Route 66' badges on the front doors. A total of 1, Route
66 models were produced in North America, with of those equipped with 5-speed manual
transmissions. It included "Sunset Crystal" paint accented with various chrome body-trim
pieces, deep-tint glass, inch chrome wheels with all-season touring tires. The Dream Cruiser
Series 5 production totaled 1, units for the US market during the model year. The vehicle was
announced in conjunction with the Woodward Dream Cruise. Based on the Classic trim, the
Sport version included a roof-mounted body-colored spoiler, inch alloy wheels, PT Cruiser
Sport badge, and exclusive graphite metallic paint. The PT Cruiser Sport was available with a
two-litre petrol engine. The Couture Edition featured a contrasting two-tone paint scheme: black
above the beltline and silver metallic on the bottom section, with a red pinstripe dividing the
two. The interior included Radar Red leather buckets dark gray leather optional with black
piping, a red or black shifter knob, and chrome appliques. Outside features included inch
chrome-clad wheels with chromed bodyside moldings and accents. Production was limited to
The rear interior space featured a full wood floor with bright skid strips and wood bars along
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Rev9Power Turbo Charger. Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? Most
turbo-equipped vehicles are also quieter due to the turbo itself acting as a sort of muffler. Boost
can become an addiction. If you have ridden in a car with a turbocharger then you have
probably felt the incredible surge of power as the motor comes into the boost range. The result
is a large increase in intake pressure and more power when additional fuel is also introduced
into the combustion chamber. The turbocharger is essentially a compressor that is driven by

engine exhaust. The exhaust spins an impeller with a turbine on the end that compresses air
into the intake manifold generating boost. This design is extremely popular on modern vehicles,
but its history goes all the way back to when a Swiss inventor patented the first turbocharger. In
the early years turbos were popular on aircraft engine because they helped negate some of the
power loss form operating at altitude. Today they are used in numerous applications from drag
racing to long haul trucking. These little power boosters have really proven their worth. Q: How
do you install a turbo kit? A: Turbochargers should be installed by professionals if you have no
experience with turbo installations. If you've done the basic bolt-on performance modifications
to your car intake, header, exhaust and know your way around your engine, then you might be
capable of doing the install yourself. Normal installation depending on the vehicle takes around
hours in most cases, but depends on whether custom work needs to be done. The turbo
manifold that comes with the kit replaces the factory exhaust manifold. The turbo doesn't
replace anything assuming this is a turbo kit and not a turbo upgrade kit. The turbo is mounted
to a flange on the turbo manifold. Remember the turbo is spooled by the exhaust gases, so
once the gases pass through the turbo manifold, it spools the turbo. Q: Is there a pre-condition
my vehicle needs to meet in order to be able to handle a turbo kit? A: Any vehicle can be
turbocharged but you must consider whether all of the engine, driveline, and chassis parts can
handle big power increases. Most aftermarket turbocharger kits for naturally aspirated cars
recommend running no more than psi to prevent engine damage. Q: What do turbo kits come
with? A: Complete turbo kits normally include the manifold, turbocharger, intake, down pipe,
fuel management unit and all lines and hoses needed. You need to purchase intercoolers,
piping, blow-off valves separately in most cases, unless otherwise noted in our product
descriptions. Q: What is a turbo kit? Why buy a turbo kit? A: Think of a turbocharger as a fan
that is blowing compressed air into your engine. The more air you give your engine, the more
power your engine can give you. The extra air adds oxygen so you can burn more fuel.
Turbochargers are powered by the exhaust gases generated by your engine after combustion.
The time the turbo takes to spool up is seen by the driver as lag, or delay time. The driver may
mash the throttle, but the engine won't produce power until the turbocharger is up to speed. The
reason a turbo kit is such a great purchase is that it takes a tremendous amount of money and
time to successfully increase the power of a naturally aspirated engine. Expensive head
packages, along with expensive bottom block parts, will surely put a dent in your wallet while
only making meager horsepower gains. With a bolt-on turbocharger kit you can obtain instant,
very dramatic horsepower gains with less time and money while still having the potential for
upgrading. The whistle of a blow off valve, the roar from an external wastegate, and the burst of
power that makes your engine feel like it doubled in size, how could you resist? Q: What is a
turbo? Why buy a turbo? Filter Your Results. Turbo Kits 2. Rev9Power 2. Choose Your Vehicle:.
Having the right spark plugs in forced induction applications is important, and in this video well
tell you why. FAQ: Boosting a Stock Engine In this video, we tell you i
whirlpool ultimate care ii dryer wiring diagram
mitsubishi mirage 99
toyota tundra forum
f its okay to add forced induction turbo or supercharger to your otherwise stock engine.
Boosting your vehicle is a major expense, so make sure you protect your investment correctly
by checking out this video about forced induction and fuel usage. Check out this Andy's Auto
Sport TV episode where we explain what the differences are between superchargers and turbo
kits! If you want to understand the basics about what makes a turbo system different from a
supercharger system, then watch this video to get the scoop. When is one turbo just not
enough? Check out this video to find out if and when you should install a twin turbo setup on
your ride, or if a single turbo setup is more than adequate for your application. Customer
Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media.
Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge
Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up.

